Windows & Exterior Doors

not all vinyl is
created equal
Access uses the GENEO Profile which is the first fully
reinforced polymer window profile system that doesn’t rely on
steel for its strength. Instead, it’s composed of RAU-FIPRO™;
a proprietary fibre composite material similar to those used in
aeronautic construction and racing vehicles for outstanding
strength and load capacities. RAU-FIPRO™ uses both
Fibreglass and PVC, giving you the best of both worlds.

window advantages

 
U-value down to 0.13

 

- 
Up to Grade 20
(per ASTM F588)

 
STC Up to 45

  



access tilt + Turn
windows
Access Window and Door products are designed
for the eco-conscious home or building owner
serious about energy efficiency:
Our innovative, high-tech RAU-FIPRO™ profile and unique
profile design, takes the tilt + turn technology to its highest
levels of strength and thermal performance, while the 40%
lighter profile reduces transportation and installation costs.
Access Tilt + Turn Windows offer you convenience and
functionality with the simple turn of a handle.
The tilt feature of Access Tilt + Turn Windows allows for a
simple yet effective way for fresh air to enter your home and
let old air escape.
The turn feature allows for effortless cleaning of the exterior
glass in your window from the comfort of your home.
This feature also allows for vast amounts of fresh air
to enter your home.

       : ..

Access exterior doors
Access exterior doors provide top performance and intelligent design without sacrificing style.
The doors are beautiful, durable, energy efficient and engineered to perform. Access exterior doors
are available in an extensive variety of styles, colours and configurations to best suit your needs.


Access works with each one of their clients to design the perfect door for their home or building.

       : ..

exterior door
advantages
 
Insulated 44mm fibreglass panels are available in different
designs and treated for UV protection.

 & 
Built from RAU-FIBRO™ material which is a fiber-composite similar to those employed in aerospace and racing
vehicles for outstanding strength and torsional rigidity.
The fiber-infused core expands / contracts 60% less than
standard uPVC products.

- 
In addition to the benefits of uPVCs thermal properties,
fusion-welded corners greatly reduce leakage potential
and the need for costly sill pans/pan flashing systems.

3    
Exact door leaf fitting in the door frame thanks to the three
dimensional adjustment. Patented hinge-side safety-devices prevent unauthorized unhinging.

  
Multi-point locking hardware assures consistent compression on the seals all around the perimeter of the sash and
frame for further performance enhancements and
improved security.

- 
Compression seals optimize the air and water performance
of our doors through extreme weather.

- 
Only occasional cleaning with soap and water is needed to
keep the surfaces looking like new; even years after
installation.

 
High-Performance triple pane sealed units with double LoĒ
coatings and Argon Gas with manufacturer warranty of
20 years. Decorative glass inserts are also available.

With Access Windows & Exterior Doors, you
can enjoy the highest level of comfort in your
home, with superior quality today, tomorrow,
and for years to come.
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